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Abstract. For proper Banach algebra coefficients, the Bost assembly map is split surjective
and the right-hand side of the conjecture does not depend on the choice of the unconditional
completion involved. These results hold for a large class of unconditional completions.
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In analogy to the definition of the assembly map of Baum–Connes, one can construct
top
a homomorphism B
A from K  .G ; B/ to K  .A.G ; B//, where G is a locally compact
Hausdorff groupoid with Haar system, B is a G -C -algebra and A.G / is an unconditional completion of Cc .G /, that is, a completion with respect to a submultiplicative
norm k  kA such that kf kA only depends on the function  7! jf ./j. This construction was discussed in [Laf06] and an obvious generalisation to G -Banach algebras B
instead of G -C -algebras was given in [Par09a]. See Section 1 of the present article
for a quick review.
It is well known that the Baum–Connes conjecture is true for proper C -coefficients, and this result is a key ingredient for the so-called Dirac-dual-Dirac method,
see [Kas95], which is applied to prove the conjecture for certain classes of groups and
arbitrary C -coefficients. The Baum–Connes conjecture for proper C -coefficients
is also used to show the Bost conjecture for proper C -coefficients in [Laf02]. In the
present article, we consider proper Banach algebras instead of proper C -algebras,
see Section 2 for a definition.
The main result of the present article asserts that the Bost assembly map B
A is
split surjective if the G -Banach algebra B is proper and non-degenerate (and A.G /
satisfies some mild condition), see Theorem 3.2. This is a first positive result for
coefficients which are not C -algebras. The proof does not make use of C -algebraic
methods either but rests on a generalised version of the Green–Julg theorem for
Banach algebras as presented in [Par13b], which enters in Lemma 3.1:
Let G be proper with unit space X. Let B be a non-degenerate G -Banach algebra.
Then we have an isomorphism (under some assumptions on X=G and A.G /):
ban
KKban
.C0 .X=G /I C0 .X=G /; A.G ; B//:
G .C0 .X/; B/ Š RKK
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A second line of reasoning in the present article investigates the dependence of
the right-hand side of the Bost conjecture (with proper coefficients) on the choice of
the unconditional completion, see Section 2.4 for results in this direction.
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Notation. All Banach spaces and Banach algebras that appear in this article are
supposed to be complex. References which explain the necessary notation and the
concepts to understand Banach algebras that carry actions of groupoids are [Laf06]
and [Par09a].

1. The Bost conjecture
In this section, let G be a locally compact Hausdorff groupoid equipped with a Haar
system. Assume moreover that there is a locally compact classifying space EG
for proper actions of G , which is then unique up to homotopy. Let A.G / be an
unconditional completion of Cc .G /.
If B is a G -Banach algebra, then there is an obvious definition of a G -Banach
algebra SB ´ B0; 1Œ with fibres Bg 0; 1Œ for all g 2 G .0/ .
Definition 1.1. For every G -Banach algebra B, define the topological K-theory for
G and B as
top;ban
K0
.G ; B/ ´ lim KKban
G .C0 .X/; B/;
!
where X runs through the closed proper G -compact subspaces of EG . Define
top;ban
top;ban
Kn
.G ; B/ ´ K0
.G ; S n B/ for n 2 N.
Note that if X is a locally compact Hausdorff left G -space (with anchor map ),
then we would like to think of C0 .X/ as a G -Banach space. We thus have to take
the push-forward  CX instead, which is a field over G .0/ , but to make the notation
more familiar, we nevertheless write C0 .X/. See Section 2.1 for a sketch of the
push-forward construction, and for more details, consult [Par09b] or [Par07].
If B is a G -C -algebra, then there is a canonical homomorphism from the C algebraic version of topological K-theory to the Banach algebraic version:
top

top;ban

K  .G ; B/ ! K

.G ; B/:

The Bost assembly map is defined in analogy to the Baum–Connes assembly map:
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Definition 1.2. Let B a G -Banach algebra. Define the Bost assembly map as the
homomorphism of abelian groups
B
A W K0

top;ban

.G ; B/ ! K0 .A.G ; B//

which is the direct limit of the group homomorphisms B
A;X given by
†./.X;G ;A /

jA

KKban
! KKban .A.G ; C0 .X//; A.G ; B// ! K 0 .A.G ; B//;
G .C0 .X/; B/ 
where X runs through all closed, G -compact, proper subspaces of EG .
Here X;G ;A denotes a canonical element of K 0 .A.G ; C0 .X/// and †.  / denotes
the action of KK ban on K-theory. See [Par09b] or [Par07] and to some extent [Laf06]
for more details.
To define the Bost assembly map also for higher K-groups note that there is the
canonical homomorphism B W A.G ; SB/ ! SA.G ; B/ for every G -Banach algebra
top;ban
B. For K 1
.G ; B/ we can define B
A as the composition
top;ban

K1

top;ban

.G ; B/ D K0

B
A

.G ; SB/ ! K0 .A.G ; SB//
B;

! K0 .SA.G ; B// D K 1 .A.G ; B//:
Proceed inductively to define the assembly map for all n 2 N0 . Note that B is an
isomorphism in K-theory by the results of [Par13a].
The Banach algebraic version of the Bost conjecture for G and A.G / with coefficients in a G -Banach algebra B asserts that B
A is an isomorphism for all n 2 N0 .
If B is a G -C -algebra, then the assembly map introduced in [Laf06] factors through
the Banach algebraic topological K-theory, i.e., it is given by the composition
top

top;ban

K  .G ; B/ ! K

B
A

.G ; B/ ! K .A.G ; B//:

The C -algebraic version of the Bost conjecture for G and A.G / with coefficients in
a G -C -algebra B asserts that the composed assembly map is an isomorphism. The
C -algebraic version of the Bost conjecture for groups is said to be an instance of an
“isomorphism conjecture” as elaborated in [BEL07].

2. Proper Banach algebras
2.1. Proper Banach algebras: the group case. Let G be a locally compact Hausdorff group. Then a G-Banach algebra B is called proper if there is a proper locally
compact Hausdorff G-space Z and a module action of C0 .Z/ on B such that B is
a locally C0 .Z/-convex G-C0 .Z/-Banach algebra, i.e., the action of C0 .Z/ satisfies
the following conditions
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(1) kbk  kk1 kbk for all  2 C0 .Z/, b 2 B, i.e., B is a Banach C0 .Z/-module;
(2) the linear span of C0 .Z/  B is dense in B, i.e., B is non-degenerate as a Banach
C0 .Z/-module;
(3) .bb 0 / D .b/b 0 D b.b 0 / for all  2 C0 .Z/, b; b 0 2 B, i.e., B is a C0 .Z/Banach algebra;
(4) B is locally C0 .Z/-convex, i.e., for all 1 ; 2 2 C0 .Z/, 1 ; 2  0, 1 C2  1
and all b1 ; b2 2 B we have
k1 b1 C 2 b2 k  maxfkb1 k; kb2 kg:
It is conceivable that the last condition, local C0 .Z/-convexity, can be dropped, but
this condition ensures that we can regard B as an upper semi-continuous field of
Banach algebras over Z, which brings this notion of a proper Banach algebra in line
with the notion we define below for the groupoid case. See [Gie82] and also Appendix
A.2 of [Par07] for more information on this concept of local convexity. Because many
proper G-Banach algebras that appear naturally are locally convex and because there
is quite some machinery available to treat the general groupoid case, it seems to be
advisable to postpone the non-locally C0 .Z/-convex case to a later date; in any case,
if one is given a possibly non-locally convex G-C0 .Z/-Banach algebra B, one can
always form and study the closely related Gelfand transform G.B/ which is locally
C0 .Z/-convex, compare Section 1.3 of [Par13b].
2.2. Proper Banach algebras: the groupoid case. Let G be a locally compact
Hausdorff groupoid with unit space X. Consider the following “mock definition” of
a proper G -Banach algebra:
“A G -Banach algebra B is called proper if there is a proper locally compact
Hausdorff G -space Z such that B is not only a G -Banach algebra but also a G Ë ZBanach algebra.”
There is a little technical problem with this definition: Recall that a G -Banach
algebra is, in particular, an upper semi-continuous field of Banach algebra over X .
So if Z is a G -space (with anchor map ), then the unit space of G Ë Z is Z and not
X . As a consequence, a G Ë Z-Banach algebra is a different object than a G -Banach
algebra: to every x 2 X , a G -Banach algebra will have only one fibre over x, whereas
a G Ë Z-Banach algebra will have a fibre for every z 2 Z with .z/ D x.
To be able to compare G Ë Z-Banach algebras to G -Banach algebras, it is hence
necessary to introduce a process which collects all the fibres over elements z 2
1 .fxg/  Z into a single fibre over x. This is done by a simple device that we call
the push-forward construction. It turns a G Ë Z-Banach algebra By into a G -Banach
y and will be sketched in the next paragraph. It allows us to give the
algebra  .B/
following definition.
Definition 2.1 (Proper Banach algebra). A G -Banach algebra B is called proper if
there is a proper locally compact Hausdorff G -space Z (with anchor map ) and a
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G Ë Z-Banach algebra By such that the G -Banach algebra  By is isomorphic to B.
As for proper C -algebras one can prove that we can assume without loss of
generality that the space Z is equal to EG . Note that if G itself is proper, then every
G -Banach algebra is proper.
2.3. The push-forward construction. We give a brief summary of the push-forward
construction introduced in [Par07], Section 8.3; see also [Par09b], Section 1 and
compare [CEOO03]. Let Y be a locally compact Hausdorff left G -space with anchor
map  and let B be a G Ë Y -Banach algebra (we use the letter Y instead of Z to
emphasise the fact that we do not assume that Y is proper). We now turn B into a
G -Banach algebra: For all x 2 X, define1
. B/x ´

0 .Yx ; BjYx /:

On this family  B D .. B/x /x2X of Banach algebras over X, one can define a
structure of a u.s.c. field of Banach spaces over X such that f . / W 2 0 .Y; B/g D
2 0 .Y; B/. Moreover, there is a
0 .X;  B/, where  . / W x 7! jYx for all
canonical G -action on  B making it a G -Banach algebra. If B is non-degenerate,
then so is  B.
If B is a G Ë Y -Banach algebra, similar definitions can be made for G Ë Y -Banach
B-pairs to obtain G -Banach  B-pairs. We call this construction the push-forward
construction or forgetful map; the idea is that  forgets the fine fibration over Y and
only remembers the coarser fibration over X.
The forgetful map lifts to KK ban -cycles, i.e., if A and B be G ËY -Banach algebras,
then  gives a homomorphism
ban
 W KK ban
G ËY .A; B/ ! KK G . A;  B/:

This construction induces as well a homomorphism from K top;ban .G Ë Y; B/ to
K top;ban .G ;  B/.
The forgetful map is also compatible with the descent. To be more precise, let
A.G / be an unconditional completion of Cc .G /. For all 2 Cc .G Ë Y /, define
k kAY ´ k 7!

sup
y2YrG ./

j .; y/jkA :

This is an unconditional norm on Cc .G Ë Y /. We have AY .G Ë Y; B/ Š A.G ;  B/
for all G Ë Y -Banach algebras B. This isomorphism gives us the isomorphism on the
1
This definition makes sense if x 2 .Y /, and can and should be interpreted as  .B/x D 0 if
x … .Y /.
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right-hand side of the following commutative diagram, see [Par09b], Proposition 1.9.
jAY

KK ban
G ËY .A; B/




jA

KKban
G . A;  B/

/ KK ban .AY .G Ë Y; A/; AY .G Ë Y; B//


Š

/ KK ban .A.G ;  A/; A.G ;  B//.

In [Par09b], it is shown that the following diagram is commutative.
top;ban

K

.G Ë Y; B/

top;ban

K



.G ;  B/

/ K  .AY .G Ë Y; B//


Š

(1)

/ K  .A.G ;  B//.

2.4. Properness and the invariance of K-theory. In this Section, let G be a locally
compact Hausdorff groupoid with Haar system and unit space X and let A.G / be an
unconditional completion of Cc .G /.
If we believe in a version of the Bost conjecture for G and proper Banach algebras
as coefficients, we have to trust in the following conjecture about the right-hand side
of the Bost assembly map.
Conjecture 2.2. Let B be a proper G -Banach algebra. Then the group K  .A.G ; B//
is independent of the choice of the unconditional completion A.G / of Cc .G /.
By “independent” we mean that there is a canonical isomorphism K  .A.G ; B// Š
K .A0 .G ; B// whenever A0 .G / is another choice of an unconditional completion.
Note that Lafforgue has shown a result along these lines in [Laf06], namely
Lemme 1.5.7 which claims that the above conjecture is true for C -algebra coefficients. As the proof there is rather sketchy, it seems advisable to give some more
explicit arguments, which are, of course, heavily influenced by Lafforgue’s ideas.
In [Par13b], Appendix A, we considered a similar, seemingly weaker conjecture,
namely:
Conjecture 2.3. Let G be proper and let B be a G -Banach algebra. Then the group
K  .A.G ; B// is independent of the choice of the unconditional completion A.G / of
Cc .G /.
In fact the two conjectures are equivalent:
If G is proper, then every G -Banach algebra is proper, so Conjecture 2.3 follows
from Conjecture 2.2.
On the other hand, if B is a proper G -Banach algebra, then we can find a proper
locally compact Hausdorff G -space Z with anchor map  and a G Ë Z-Banach
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algebra By such that the G -Banach algebra  By is isomorphic to B. If A.G / is an
unconditional completion of Cc .G /, then AZ .G Ë Z/ is an unconditional completion
y So if Conjecture 2.3 holds, then
of Cc .G Ë Z/, and A.G ; B/ Š AZ .G Ë Z; B/.
y does not depend on the choice of the unconditional
the K-theory of AZ .G Ë Z; B/
completion AZ , so the K-theory of A.G ; B/ does not depend on the choice of the
unconditional completion A.
Unfortunately, we are not able to show any of these conjectures in full generality,
at least for now, but in [Par13b] we obtained the following far-reaching (but still
partial) result.
Proposition 2.4 ([Par13b], Proposition A.2). If G is proper, if A.G / is either a
regular or a strictly positive unconditional completion of Cc .G / and if B is a G Banach algebra, then K  .A.G ; B// is independent of the choice of the (regular or
strictly positive) unconditional completion A.G /.
The notion of regularity was defined in [Par13b]. Roughly speaking, it means that
A.G / acts on a certain nice completion of Cc .G /; for example, L1 .G / acts on L2 .G /
and is therefore regular. Also every unconditional norm which dominates the reduced
C -norm on Cc .G / is regular, and every unconditional norm that dominates another
unconditional norm is regular. However, there are cases of non-regular unconditional
norms even when G is a group, see Example A.5 of [Par13b].
On the other hand, strict positivity is a rather technical condition which we define
as follows.
Definition 2.5 ([Par13b], Definition A.3). Let A.G / be an unconditional completion
of Cc .G / for a norm k  kA . Then the norm k  kA and the completion A.G / are called
strictly positive if for all compact K  X there is a function  2 Cc .G /0 such that
inf x2K kkAx > 0.
Note that if G D G is a group, then every unconditional norm on Cc .G/ is strictly
positive. Secondly, note that L1 .G / is both, strictly positive and regular. But there
are also regular unconditional completions which are not strictly positive, and vice
versa, see [Par13b], Example A.5.
We can generalise Proposition 2.4 to the following result on proper Banach algebras:
Proposition 2.6. If A.G / is either a regular or a strictly positive unconditional
completion of Cc .G / and if B is a proper G -Banach algebra, then K  .A.G ; B// is
independent of the choice of the (regular or strictly positive) unconditional completion
A.G /.
It is clear that this proposition implies Proposition 2.4. But also the reverse
implication is true, which can be deduced from the following observation.
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Lemma 2.7. Let Y be a locally compact Hausdorff G -space. If A.G / is regular, then
AY .G Ë Y / is regular. And if A.G / is strictly positive, then AY .G Ë Y / is strictly
positive.
Proof. The part concerning regularity was settled in Proposition 8.3.26 of [Par07];
we do not reproduce the straightforward but somewhat technical proof here.
We sketch the proof for the part about strict positivity. So assume that A.G / is
strictly positive. Let L  Y be compact. Define K ´ .L/. This is a compact
subset of G .0/ , so there is a function G 2 Cc .G /0 such that inf x2K kG kAx > 0.
Find a function Y 2 Cc .Y / such that Y .y/ D 1 on some open neighbourhood of
L and such that 0  .y/  1 for all y 2 Y . Define
G ËY .; y/ ´ G ./Y .y/;

.; y/ 2 G Ë Y:

Then G ËY is continuous with compact support and satisfies, for all y 2 L,
kG ËY k.AY /y D kG kA.y/ :
Hence
inf kG ËY k.AY /y  inf kG kAx > 0:

y2L

x2K

Finally, if G D G is a group, then every unconditional completion of Cc .G/ is
strictly positive, so we obtain the following corollary to Proposition 2.6 (for which
Lafforgue has indicated me a more direct proof which served as a basis for some of
the arguments developed in Appendix A of [Par13b]):
Corollary 2.8. If G D G is a locally compact group and if B is a proper
G-Banach algebra, then K .A.G; B// is independent of the choice of the unconditional completion A.G/.

3. The Bost conjecture and proper Banach algebras
In this section, let G be a locally compact Hausdorff groupoid equipped with a Haar
system. Assume moreover that there is a locally compact classifying space EG
for proper actions of G , which is then unique up to homotopy. Let A.G / be an
unconditional completion of Cc .G /.
3.1. The Bost conjecture and proper groupoids. We first consider the case that G
itself is proper. In this case, the proper G -space X D G .0/ is a model for EG . If, in
addition, X=G is compact, then the canonical homomorphism
top;ban

KK ban
G .C0 .X/; B/ ! K 0

.G ; B/
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is an isomorphism; moreover, the following diagram commutes:
B
JA

KKban
G .C0 .X/; B/
Š



top;ban

K0

/ RKK ban .C .X=G /I C .X=G /; A.G ; B//
0
0
B
A

.G ; B/



Š

(2)

/ K 0 .A.G ; B//.

The isomorphism on the right-hand side is the given by the embedding C 7! C0 .X=G /
as constant functions, see Corollary 1.10 of [Par13b]. Actually, diagram (2) commutes already on the level of (G -equivariant) KK ban -cycles up to isomorphism.
Applying the genereralised Green–Julg Theorem for proper groupoids and Banach
algebra coefficients, we can infer that the top arrow of diagram (2) is an isomorphism,
see Corollary 2.5 of [Par13b].
Lemma 3.1. Let G be proper, let X=G be compact, let A.G / be regular or strictly
positive and let B be non-degenerate. Then the Bost map B
A is an isomorphism.
Note that diagram (2) gives the result directly only for  D 0, but we can apply it
to S n B instead of B and use the invariance results for K-theory of [Par13a] to obtain
it for arbitrary degrees.
3.2. The Bost conjecture and proper Banach algebras. Let B be a non-degenerate
proper G -Banach algebra and let A.G / be a regular or strictly positive unconditional
completion of Cc .G /.
Theorem 3.2. The homomorphism
B
A W K

top;ban

.G ; B/ ! K .A.G ; B//

is split surjective. The split is natural in B.
This applies in particular to the regular unconditional completion L1 .G / and its
symmetrised version L1 .G / \ L1 .G / .
Before we prove Theorem 3.2, we consider yet another special case:
Lemma 3.3. Let B be a non-degenerate proper G -Banach algebra such that there
exists a proper G -compact G -space Z with anchor map  and a G Ë Z-Banach
algebra By such that  By Š B. Then B
A is split surjective, the split being natural
in B.
Proof. Let Z,  and By be as in the statement of the lemma. By Lemma 2.7, AZ .G ËZ/
is a regular or strictly positive unconditional completion of Cc .G Ë Z/ because A.G /
is regular or strictly positive. So by Lemma 3.1, the homomorphism
y

B
AZ W K 

top;ban

y ! K  .AZ .G Ë Z; B//
y
.G Ë Z; B/
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is an isomorphism. The diagram
y
K  top; ban .G Ë Z; B/




top;ban

K

Š
y
B
AZ

u

.G ; B/

/ K .A .G Ë Z; B//
y

Z


B
A

Š

/ K  .A.G ; B//

commutes, see diagram (1) above. Because the top arrow and the right-hand arrow
are natural isomorphisms and the left-hand arrow is natural, too, the bottom arrow
has a natural split.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let By be a G Ë EG -Banach algebra and let  W EG ! X D
G .0/ be the anchor map of the proper action of G on EG ; assume that  By Š B as
G -Banach algebras. Then By is non-degenerate. For every open G -invariant subspace
U of EG , define ByU to be the G Ë EG -Banach algebra with the following fibres: If
u 2 U , then the fibre over u is Byu , if y 2 EG nU , then the fibre over y is zero; the
y that vanish
space .EG ; ByU / is defined to be the set of all elements of .EG ; B/
outside U . By definition, there is a G Ë EG -equivariant “injection” |OU from ByU to
y It descends to a G -equivariant homomorphism jU ´  |OU from BU ´  ByU
B.
y We can regard BU as a subalgebra of B.
to B D  B.
The ByU , where U runs through the open G -invariant subsets of EG such that
G nU is relatively compact, form a directed system: If U and V are open G -invariant
and G -relatively compact subsets of EG with U  V , then there is an obvious
homomorphism |OU;V W ByU ! ByV such that |OU D |OV B |OU;V . Also the BU form a
directed system, just take the jU;V ´  |OU;V as connecting maps. We can regard
B as the direct limit of the BU . More importantly, the A .G ; BU / form a directed
system with connecting maps ˛U;V ´ A.G ; jU;V / W A.G ; BU / ! A.G ; BV /. The
Banach algebra A.G ; B/ is the direct limit of this system with embeddings ˛U ´
A.G ; jU / W A.G ; BU / ! A.G ; B/. Because the K-theory of Banach algebras is
continuous, we get:
K .A.G ; B// D lim K .A.G ; BU //
!
where U runs through the G -invariant open subsets of EG such that G nU is relatively
compact.
Now let U be such a set. Find a closed set Z  EG such that U  Z and
G nZ is compact. Define Z ´ jZ . Then ByU jZ is a G Ë Z-Banach algebra and
.Z / ByU jZ is isomorphic to BU . So BU satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.3,
top;ban
U
.G ; BU / ! K .A.G ; BU // is split surjective. Let U denote the
so B
A W K
natural split constructed above. It is easy to see, using the naturality of the split,
that V B .˛U;V / D .jU;V / B U . Define U ´ .jU / B U W K .A.G ; BU // !
top;ban
K
.G ; B/. Then V D U B .˛U;V / . The universal property of the direct limit
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shows that there exists a natural homomorphism W K 0 .A.G ; B// ! K top;ban .G ; B/
such that B .˛U / D U for all U .
Note that
B
AB
because
split.

U

U

D B
A B .jU / B

U

U
D .˛U / B B
A B

is a split. Passing to the limit shows that B
AB

U

D .˛U /

D id, i.e.,

is a natural

3.3. The case of locally compact groups. Let G be a locally compact Hausdorff
group. Then we have the following corollary of Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 2.8. Note
that there are no conditions on the unconditional completion A.G/; in particular, it
does not have to be regular, but it will be strictly positive, automatically.
Corollary 3.4. If B is a proper G-Banach algebra and if A.G/ is an unconditional
completion of Cc .G/, then
B
A W K

top;ban

.G; B/ ! K .A.G; B//

is split surjective. In particular, this is true for A.G/ D L1 .G/. Moreover, the
right-hand side is independent of the choice of the unconditional completion A.G/.
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